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Atrise Lutcurve OS: Win2k/XP/Vista/7 Download Home Screenshot Rating: 5/5 - 1.7Mb Shareware $25 This program will help you calibrate your LCD or CRT displays without any hardware devices. Lutcurve is based on the use of neutral color sensitivity of the human eye. The software specialized gamma-ray test pattern calculations are based on the article Measuring the display
of transmission characteristic (gamma) by A. Roberts. The program, unlike popular gamma-calibration tools, provides a high-precision calibration, which is typical of hardware. Atrise Lutcurve allows you to fix the non-linearity of displays, especially those visible on LCD monitors. The number of calibration points is unlimited, which means that you can calibrate even the aging
display. The installation of a multi-disc PC display is also supported. You can calibrate the displays to show the same colors on all displays. Atrise Lutcurve has a multilingual interface (currently supported by English, French, Finnish, Italian, Polish, Portuguese, Russian and Chinese). CheckeMON OS: Win9x/Me/NT/2k/XP Download Home Screenshot Rating: 5/5 - 189Kb
Freeware CheckeMON is a monitor tester that inlcudes 9 tests (Solid Colors, Convergence Points, Convergence Lines, Color Gradients, Color Spectrum, Geometry, Moire Interference, Crosstalk). A brief explanation for each test is included. DDC Test OS: Win95/98 Download Home Screenshot Rating: 4/5 - 138K This little utility will tell you more than you probably ever wanted to
know about your Plug and Play Monitor. Dead Pixel Tester OS: Win98/Me/2k/XP Download Home Screenshot Rating: 5/5 - 188Kb Freeware Dead Pixel Tester lets you check you screen for dead pixels on your bike through different colors (you can choose any color). The utility also includes a selection of templates and test screens, as well as a feature called Stuck Pixel
Exerciser, which can help you cure stuck pixels. EISO Monitor OS: Win98/Me/2k/XP Download Home Screenshot Rating: 5/5 - 522Kb Free EI'e Monitortest program is a utility that allows you to thoroughly check and customize the monitor. It includes 24 tests (basic colors, moire, geometry, convergence, speed, sharpness, etc.). Each test is given a brief description. Eiso Monitor
has a friendly and stylish interface that supports the following languages: English, German and Czech. iiyama Monitor Test OS: Win9x/Me/NT/2k/XP Download Home Screenshot Rating: 5/5 - 2.6Mb Freeware This monitor is a test monitor and calibration tool. It includes the following tests: geometry, convergence, moir, focus, readability, color, high voltage, LCD. LSoft Testbild OS:
Win9x/Me/NT/2k/XP Download Home Screenshot 4/5 - 163Kb Freeware LSoft Testbild is a tester of the monitor. It contains 6 testes that will allow you to set up the monitor. The program is in German, but easy to use and Monitor Asset Management 2.9 OS: WinXP/Vista/7/8 Download Home Page Screenshot Rating: 5/5 - 699K Freeware Monitor Asset Manager is a plug-in and
Play Monitor information utility that works under all 32-bit versions of Windows. It is fully capable of a multi-monitor, and unlike similar reporting tools, it asks the monitor directly rather than relying on potentially questionable information stored in the registry. In addition to providing detailed information about the color of the monitor and time characteristics, this compact utility is the
only program of its kind to achieve this goal within Windows NT 4.0, providing CORPORATE IS managers with a simple tool to track the monitor's stock by serial number. Monitor Calibration Master OS: Win9x/Me/NT/2k/XP Download Home Screenshot Rating: 4/5 - 771K Free Monitor Calibration Master is an easy-to-use tool for calibrating colors displayed on the monitor. Most
monitors have flaws, they may be too dark, too bright, or they may have a shade of color like green or blue. All of these problems can be easily fixed with a monitor calibration master. Monitor Expert OS: WinXP/2k3/Vista Download Home Screenshot Rating: 4/5 - 600Kb Shareware $15 This software utility includes a variety of monitor tests and provides information about the
monitor. It is suitable for both LCD and CRT monitors, and has the ability to automatically display all test pages at intervals of 3 seconds. Monitor Test 5 OS: Win9x/Me/NT/2k/XP Download Home Screenshot Rating: 4/5 - 27Kb Freeware Monitor Test is a monitor adjustment tool. This will allow you to check convergence, focus, brightness, contrast, etc. program in Russian
language, but easy to figure out. Monitor OS Test: Win9x/Me/NT/2000 Download Home Page Screenshot Rating: 4/5 - 163Kb Freeware This program lets you check your monitor. You will be able to check the purity of color, geometry, contrast, brightness and more. It has a Russian interface. But you will have no problem understanding this, because knowledge of the language is
almost unnecessary. Monitor OS Tester: Win95/98/Me/NT/2000 Download Home Page Screenshot Rating: 5/5 - 348Kb Freeware This tool will help you in setting up and adjusting the settings and controls of the monitor. You can check and adjust the size and position of the image, the convergence of color and purity, the white balance, brightness and contrast, focus, moire and
interference, as well as high voltage adjustment. CheckScreen OS Materials Monitors: Win9x/Me/NT/2000 Download Home Page Screenshot Rating: 5/5 - 836Kb Freeware This is one of the best programs designed to test the monitor! This will allow you to set up the monitor correctly before testing. Then you can perform tests: color, focus, geometry, power supply, stripes.
CheckScreen has a separate LCD test tab that contains the following additional tests: cross-talk, smear, pixel check, tracking! NEC NEC NEC monitor test Win9x/Me/NT/2k/XP Download Home Screenshot Rating: 4/5 - 152Kb Freeware This utility made by NEC Corporation is designed to test the monitor. It includes 14 different tests that can be performed in different resolutions
etc. Nokia Monitor Test OS: Win95/98 Download Screenshot Rating: 5/5 - 379Kb One of the best programs that will guide you in setting parameters, controls and monitor adjustments! PassMark MonitorTest OS: Win98/Me/NT/2k/XP/2k3/Vista Download Home Screenshot Rating: 5/5 - 1.3Mb Shareware $24 MonitorTest is a tool that allows users to explore the quality and
performance of their computer monitor or LCD flat panel screens. It displays a series of specially designed images on the screen in different resolutions and color depths to test optimal visual performance. Its main screen also contains some information about your computer's video subsystem. Philips Test Pattern Generator OS: Win9x/Me/NT/2k/XP Download Screenshot Rating:
5/5 - 3Mb Freeware Test Pattern Generator creates several types of test models that can be used to study or align multiple monitor adjustments, such as convergence and video control. Full screen, as well as smaller (1/2, 1/4 and 1/9 area of the screen) test templates can be created. The screen monitor aspect of the relationship 4:3 and 16:9 can be used. Pixel Persistence
Analyzer OS: Win9x/Me/NT/2k/XP Download Screenshot Rating: 5/5 - 67b Freeware Pixel Persistence Analyzer is a truly amazing lcd-testing tool that should make it easier to compare the pixel resistance of TFT monitors. It includes several tests (flicker test, readability test, etc.), gamma correction function, scrolling game, attractive interface, and more! Screen Mask OS:
Win9x/Me/2k/XP Download Home Screenshot Rating: 4/5 - 44Kb Freeware ScreenMask is a small utility, helping you check the monitor color settings and help you customize the logical screen on it, providing 8 color and 2 test models. Show me the colors! OS: Win9x/Me/2k/XP Download Home Screenshot Rating: 4/5 - 334Kb Freeware Show Me Colors! It's a simple program
designed to allow users to easily customize monitor settings. It consists of more than 10 tests, including LCD Pixel Color Tests. The program requires the launch of Microsoft .NET Framework. You can download the old version, which will work without .NET. Test Screens OS: Win95/98 Download Home Page Screenshot Rating: 4/5 - 71Kb Program for testing and comparing
computer monitors with 8 different testmodes. Adapts to any resolution. TFTtest 1.52 OS: Win9x/Me/2k/XP Download Home Screenshot Rating: 4/5 - 305Kb Freeware TFTtest to monitor testing. Most of all it is useful for LCD owners. The program contains 9 tests and has a Russian interface (however it is easy to use, even if you do not know Russian). language). Benchmark DVD
OS: Win9x/Me/2k/XP Home Page Screenshot Rating: 5/5 Download version for PAL (310Mb), NTSC (280Mb) Freeware TVblink Benchmark DVD designed to test high-definition TVs. The benchmark DVD is divided into five sections: A,B,C, D tests - To test on panel flaws and overall hdtVs quality; E Tests - Real videos from a variety of common SD sources. The author chose
each video in such a way that it exposed the different possibilities of high-definition TVs. The DVD is designed so that you can access any test/clip very quickly. It's as simple as loading and burning and then using it to test for yourself! The developer's website also offers a booklet that has all the necessary instructions for tests as well as scoring information. Please report broken
links! Sign in to follow this Followers 0 On this page you will find everything you need to get the best TV picture. You don't need a calibration monitor device, or any color filter, we hope this is your best monitor calibration site. Calibration of the calibration value is the process of comparing the values received by the measuring device with the appropriate measurement of the
reference (or standard). In this case, by using test templates (reference pattern/standard video image), we get the correct image values on the TV or monitor. Steps: 1.- First, make adjustments and settings for your devices, as indicated in the configuration of the device page. Click here to go to the page. 2.- Download free TV test models (links further on this page). 3.- Adjust the
TV picture with our video test template as stated in the instructions on this page. 2.- Download the video test picture template: different TV resolutions. Image sizes (in pixels) of different permissions. It is important that you download video models according to the resolution of your TV. On the download page just tap the arrow and starts downloading video templates on your
computer. Unpack your folder, transfer a folder like this in USB memory, then plug in the memory of a Blu-ray player or game console and play video models from the image section or photos. Our video templates are like JPEG images, we did it this way because the images have less compression that video files, so they are much more accurate. Video templates with standard
BT.709 (for HDTVs) Video templates with standard BT.2020 (for UHD TVs) 4K Resolution 5K Resolution 8K Resolution 8K Resolution If you want to make adjustments to the image by playing templates through streaming video, you can do so through our YouTube channel. Click here to go to our playlists on our YouTube channel. 3.- Professional TELEVISION calibration with our
video test templates The video templates of this guide can help you understand the behavior of the video signals, since the TV handles the video signal and the way it is factory set. For the best picture the TV can offer a set set TV with all the video test templates, it's very simple! And you don't need to make adjustments with all the video templates, some of them just to make sure
everything is right. Once we know what we have to do, customizing a TV picture will take very little time from 10 to 15 minutes, but if you want to try all the options and not ignore any assumptions, it can take up to an hour to adjust the image on the TV. If you don't have the knowledge of how to customize a TV picture you can get a much better idea of how you came from the
factory, and if all the models are playing properly on your TV, then the image will look like seen from professionals in the video industry. The main video testing models you can do the TV calibration and get the best TV image using only these 6 test models. 01.- Adjust the sharpness of the cut With this video test template we can see if the TV makes the cut in the image. For the
full image and maximum resolution of the TV: Set the size of the image (in the TV settings) until all the lines and numbers are visible. In the TV menu these settings are called: TV appearance, TV format, screen format, image size, etc. Image: numbers and lines indicating the number of cropping images. The measured lines in the four corners of the image show the number of
pixels of the image that are cut if there is an incision in the image. Image example: if you only see the entire number 19, it means an incision of 19 pixels. Image: With the correct size of the image, you can see all the numbers and the thin white line on the edge of the image. If this doesn't solve the problem, it also changes the video settings in the video player. These settings are
called: TV appearance, TV format, screen format, image size, etc. remember that in device configuration. All common configurations of the most recognizable brands. You can arrange a cut video image if we play through a Blu-ray player or a game console connected to a TV HDMI input, but probably you can't fix the image when playing video from USB input, aerial video signal or
any other input or television app. Adjust the sharpness Once you've solved the problem of cropping images, you can adjust the sharpness correctly. Sharpness usually looks perfect at a low level, too sharp is not needed or the image saturates. In a digital image, the player's video signals are sent at full resolution, so we don't have to add more information than necessary. Adjust
the sharpness until there is a white flame in the center of the black lines of the image. Horizontal bars, sloping and dots we help to correctly set the sharpness of the TV. or increase the level of sharpness until the lines and dots in the center of the image are clearly visible. If you increase the sharpness you can see shadows or white glare around rectangles and black lines, only to
adjust the sharpness until these fires are visible. If you increase the sharpness and there are no glimpses in the black lines or any visible changes in the image just let sharpness in the value of 25% or 50%. For example, if the TV scale is 0 to 100 keep a sharp 50. In some TELEVISION models, there are no visible changes when the image is displayed on the TV, but the change is
very noticeable in moving images. 02.- Adjust the brightness If the brightness is set too high, the picture will look pale and the colors are muted, if the brightness is set too low, the picture will look dark and we lose a lot of information about the photos. For the correct brightness adjustment only increase the brightness level of the TV until all the bars are visible and reduce the
brightness until the bar is pointed as 1% barely noticeable. LCD TV and LCD TV with LED backlight (known simply as LED TV) always have residual brightness all over the screen on the LCD panel, making the black color look a little pale rather than pure black. You can do a small experiment, play a video brightness pattern test and watch a black background, raise the brightness
and then reduces the value gradually, It reaches a point where the black level of the TV could not be more black. Even if the brightness level is completely down the black background will look a little pale. 03.- Contrast adjustment In this test pattern is a white background and on it the bars are gray scale, this video template works to adjust the contrast properly on THE TV, and it
works to see the color changes of the image. To properly adjust the contrast on the TV only to increase the level of contrast without the gray bar disappearing, the bar indicated how 99% should be barely noticeable (sometimes it can disappear), but all bars between 75% to 98% should be visible. Sometimes there are color changes in the image and the white color is not really
white, these color changes are made by the TV settings, the video signal produced by the video player or the way the TV interprets the video signal. By increasing or reducing the contrast, you can see changes in the tone of the image, yellowish-white, reddish, even orange, easy to perceive color changes with this pattern of the dough, we can make color corrections using a
contrast pattern and color scale pattern, but this will be seen later. 04.- THE TV color adjustment scale Is a TV or monitor color test. With this test template, you can customize the color on your TV without using measuring equipment or color filters. For better results, brightness and contrast should be adjusted perfectly. In this video the pattern are the main colors green, red and
blue and the three secondary colors are blue, magenta and yellow (RGB model). Each of the bars has the same color range from 75% to 99%. To properly adjust the color on the TV to increase or reduce while all the blue stripes are visible (only to observe the blue stripes). The bar listed as 99% may be barely or may not be visible. Today it is not necessary to adjust the shade,
only the color. If you zoom in too, the image is saturated and the bars with the highest percentage have been lost. Bars listed as 99% may be barely visible or visible. Image: Blue stripes between 92% and 99% are not visible. Cut in magenta and red. Image: Blue stripes between 96% and 99% are not visible. Image: There are no cut-outs in the blue bars and all shades of color are
visible. How do I adjust other color stripes if they have an incision? In some cases it is possible that the level of a particular color increases so that the TV image look more vivid in the store, it will be very easy to see if the color is saturated, as this color bars disappear with the correct color adjustment (with blue stripes) or even if we reduce even more color level. Once you have set
the correct level of color where all the blue stripes are visible, we reduce the value of the profit in the White Balance TV options; Saturation or value if the TV has a color control system (C.M.S.). Note: Although our video templates are very easy to use and explain in detail how to adjust the colors correctly, this step can be a little more difficult if you set the color correctly with the
blue stripes, but there is an incision in other colors and do not want to take risks with the next procedure it is best to leave it and continue with other test templates. Here are a few examples of menus where we can make changes to increase color in different brands of TVs. The LG LG TV color change is done in white balance and expert control/maintenance of the color system.
Samsung TV's color change is done on the white balance. The color modification of SHARP SHARP TV is made in C.M.S.-Tone, C.M.S.-Saturation, C.M.S.-Value. Sony SONY TVs color change is performed in the white balance. The color modification of VISIO VISIO TV is made at the color temperature. If the color is set correctly and all the blue stripes are visible, but the red
stripes are cut by 90%, only you should reduce the value of the red gain in the white balance settings; Reduce saturation or value if the TV has C.M.S. Extras: if the TV does not have advanced video options such as White Balance or C.M.S. adjust the brightness, contrast and color listed in this guide, then reduce the contrast level until all bars of all colors are visible on the video
color scale template or at least most. It is not recommended to reduce the contrast, enough, remember that contrast is what gives the brightness of the image. Finally, we are sure that we have done a good job. In the color scheme of the video template, all stripes should be visible, and the contrast of the white dough should be really white. Example of the most common case:
Image: Color TV is properly regulated in blue but red red So the red color get reduced, so that all the bars are visible. But looking at the Contrast video template it has a green tint as it has decreased the increase in red. We go back to the color gamut of the video template and the increase in blue and green colors increases without any bar disappearing. Watch the video pattern
contrast again, and now white is really white. All the colors shown on TV are produced by a combination of all shades of color, if you can not see all the percentages in bars of all colors in the video test pattern color scale will lose thousands of colors in the image, as these color tones can not be combined with other colors of color, simply undone or replaced by the equivalent and
those millions of colors that could produce the TV does not appreciate that makes the final image not true to the original image and lose the gradi of color in all colors. 05.- The color bars Calibraci'n HD This test template contains all previous test templates, and it serves to verify that everything is correct. With this video template, you can easily adjust the brightness, contrast,
image ratio, color and hue, and adjust each color individually. We made this video pattern how some TVs behave differently when there is one video signal (for example, only one brightness signal to adjust the brightness with a test pattern), and when we have all the colors and contrasts in one image, as happens regularly in an image of a movie, tv series or video game. With this
test template, it's easy to see if we have the right level of brightness, contrast, and color when presented simultaneously in a single video image. At first glance, without knowing the video signals we can easily tell if something is not installed correctly, it is only necessary that we see the squares on the black and white background and all the bars on each of the colors. No need to
use measuring equipment or color filters to know if something is not installed correctly and to decide it will be very easy. Optional: In the bottom right corner there are two rectangles (blue on a gray background and magenta on a blue background), with these rectangles we can adjust the color and shade with color filters or by setting the tv picture on the blue mode only, do not
need to set the color and shade in this way, and we do not recommend it, it is only optional. 06.- Color bars Calibraci'n HD (black) With this video template we can easily see if the TV correctly displays all colors and contrast level properly when most of the image is dark. This test template has the same function as the previous video template, with the only difference being that the
black background. Some TVs and video players handle color signal differently when black takes up most of the for example, night scenes, horror movies where most scenes are dark, etc. Test patterns These templates are templates need to set up the TV or make settings or adjustments, its function is to help us know what values and previous configurations are made correctly.
01.- Croma subsampling 4:4:4 and 4:2:2 Play chrome test pattern 4:4:4 and 4:2:2, if you can see three squares on the left side, the TV can get a signal 4:4:4. This is the only template found in PNG so a Blu-ray player, game console or TV must play images in PNG in order to perform this step. Sometimes the computer is connected to the TV for professional work or play video
games with high quality images. With the test pattern croma 4:4:4 and 4:2:2 we'll see if the TV is able to receive a 4:4:4 signal for use as a monitor or can play excellent video quality. If you want to connect your computer to your TV, so this work as a monitor for professional work, you should first know if the TV can get a 4:4:4 signal. It is important to know the type of TV with this
account, as the image can be very bad. You should know if your TV can get a 4:2:0 signal, 4:2:2 or 4:4:4, only then can we choose the right color space from a Blu-ray player or PC graphics card. When playing the croma pattern 4:4:4 and 4:2:2 we should be able to see three square magenta inside the rectangle indicated as 4:4:4. Image: if you see three squares on the left box.
The TV can receive a 4:4:4 signal. Image: If three squares in the left rectangle are not visible, the TV does not receive the Y'CbCr 4:4:4 signal, only one signal Y'CbCr 4:2:2. If we can choose any of these options in the Blu-ray player, 4:2:2, 4:4:4, RGB as the release of the video signal, then the first thing we have to do is determine the type of signal that a TV can take, usually just
send a 4:2:2 signal, but some TVs can support the signal 4:4:4. If your TV can't get a 4:4:4 signal can't be used for professional work such as photo editing or video, screen colors won't be right for this kind of work, it won't be a great choice for PC games in high quality, but it will be great to watch movies from Blu-ray, via streaming and video game consoles of the latest generation.
Recall that video content is compressed to record on Blu-ray or to stream. Which means 4:4:4, 4:2:2, 4:2:0 means usually the video is compressed into the so-called 4:2:0, but to play on TV that the 4:2:0 video signal must be converted into an RGB signal, for this, must first go through other processes. This line conversion: 4:2:0 to 4:2:2 to 4:4:4 and finally RGB. Conversion video
can be performed by a Blu-ray player or TV, but there will always be one that will do better. On There is no way to set up a video signal, these configurations always do so with a video player or a computer graphics card. Pc. The advantage of the TV, supporting the video signal in 4:4:4, is that we can use The TV as a computer monitor or at least will look very similar to a monitor.
Not enough to install a 4:4:4 video output from our computer, it's also very important to choose the right color space for the kind of work we'll do, for example, to edit photos we can install Adobe RGB color space (1998), sRGB IEC61966-2.1 o BT.709 for photos or images on the Internet. For your TV to look like an Apple monitor choose the iMac color space. To watch movies or
edit movies in HD select sRGB IEC61966-2.1 o BT.709, watch movies in 4K or 4K video editing we choose BT.2020. These color spaces are the most common, but there are still many, we have to choose the color space that is best suited for the work we will do. For computer games we will see in functions or options the type of signal processing and the characteristics of our
computer's graphics card. 02.- Humiliated if you've completed all the steps of the basic templates you don't have to do anything with this video template just to check that the image is displayed correctly. In this video pattern we have two gradient bars, the upper bar has no color correction, and the lower bar has a color correction. Using the standard BT.709 (color space for HD
content), it can generate a yellow tint in gray images (white and black movies), but also change colors in color images. White and black films have no color correction, white will look a little yellow and gray gray will not be gray, pixels have tones, red, blue, blue, magenta, etc. Some TVs have an option called white and black and TVs that do not have this option recommended to
completely reduce the level of color when playing movies in black and white. In order not to have to choose the option of white and black or do not need to completely reduce the color of the TV, you need to adjust all the stripes of all colors, as explained in step 04.- Color scale. To adjust the color TV correctly: the image has no color correction. No color is cut, made changes to the
color of the AMplification TV from the white balance option (saturation or value if the TV has C.M.S.) or by reducing contrast if the TV does not have extended color options. Make sure the white is really white with the contrast of the video pattern. Finally, the color correction was done correctly, and the upper bar coincides with the lower plan. As mentioned above, it is advisable to
adjust the shade that is generated by the color temperature or color space used as it also affects color reproduction in color images. To reproduce the color is accurate or something close to 03.- Testing pattern: 0-100% This test pattern only serves to verify that the levels of the gray scale are correct. If the brightness and contrast are set correctly, we will see each of the bars, and
if the color is set correctly not the color cast appears in the image. This model is also see if there is a malfunction in the backlight of the panel. If the color tone in the picture looks bad, you need to adjust all the stripes of all colors with the template video 04.- Color scale. Geometry These video templates just to make sure that the TV does not make any cuts, we can see the image
without distortion, regardless of the format in which it was created video content and we will see in full resolution. Having made all of the above steps, these test patterns should be considered without any strain (straight lines and perfect circles), no strange colors should be displayed in white lines, the background should be a gray background and there should be no incisions in
the image. Widescreen 16×9 (1.78:1) Academy 1.85:1 Panavisian 2.35:1 4×3 (1.33:1) (1.33:1)
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